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Meetings
During the Covid outbreak we are only able to hold meetings online; we use Zoom. To participate online,
contact Ray and ask him to add you to the Zoom list. He will then email you an invitation and easy
instructions on how to connect to the ATA meeting on Zoom.
General meeting: July 13, 2021 at 7:30 p.m. on Zoom
Board meeting: July 27, 2021 at 7:00 p.m. on Zoom

Current project
Gordon Bryant has given us a little article about our new fence:

ATA’s new fence 2.0
We now have a great looking ‘new’ fence … from the northeast corner … along Atchelitz Creek …
including between the two creek-side cabins. This fence could be called “ Fence 2.0 ” as all the panels
found their way to ATA one cold wet day last winter. Thanks to Halcyon Meadows for the donation as
they were replacing a large section of their fencing.
Crew included Bill Haynes, Rick Clements, Dave Dirks, Doug Hunt, Ron Finnigan, Bill Smith, Eric
Neilson, Cornel Kurtz, Gordon Bryant, and others, over several days. (Pictures taken June 3rd before
respraying with more brown stain.)
Lots of additional panels are still piled on the site for continuing fencing in the future, along the back
storage area and neighbouring RV park. Anyone have a source of 6 ft to 8 ft 4” X4” cedar posts, (or
even 6” x 6” size)? Given new fence posts are now ‘worth their weight in gold’ it would be great to have
some ( either new or good used) donated.

Bill Haynes adapting a gate panel to fit the access to back side of the new fence.
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A good-looking fence retrofitted from 12-year-old fence board panels.

Two creek-side cabins now connected with a new fence.
Gordon Bryant, June 3, 2021

Our Artifacts IV:
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ATA’s 1954 Dodge Woodward’s truck is rented out to the movies more often than any of our
other vehicles or artifacts. It is an original Woodward’s truck and was purchased by them from
Begg Motors (cab and chassis only) in 1954 for $1,515. The delivery box was made by
Commercial Body Builders in Vancouver and cost $1,483. Woodward's used the truck until
1971 when it was transferred to their Oakridge store as a service vehicle. It was taken out of
service in 1979. In about 1984 the vehicle was donated to the Provincial Museum's
Transportation Collection and in 1985 Woodward's sponsored the complete restoration of the
vehicle. Although there was an agreement that the vehicle could be used by Woodward's for
promotional purposes, this has not happened during its time with us, and sinceWoodward’s no
longer exists so this is very unlikely. It was also agreed that the truck would be returned to
Woodward's rather than being sold, another unlikely occurence. It was displayed at Expo 86 in
Vancouver. It came to ATA after the dissolution of the Transportation Museum. The truck is
kept in excellent operating condition.
Restorations:
Dave Dirks has finished painting the outside of the Store, and Donna Wurst has done the inside
of the chapel. Great work.
Meanwhile, Ron Blizzard has been working on the Ford Model AA truck. It now has a new
timing gear and is running again.
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Preparation for summer
Rick Clements and Fred Gielser recently pulled the tractors out from the kitchen eating area
(where they are put for the winter) and put them at the front of the site. They sure improve the
view!

Our library
We have several hundred old children’s books and ancient school textbooks. The core of the collection
comes from old-time ATA member John Rich’s family. Some of their textbooks date back to the 1880s
(as noted in the front of the books). Included are early editions (not first!) of some old-time popular
novels. Although most of the books were well-used, the contents are very interesting reflections of the
times at which they were written.
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Postcard mailed from Atchelitz P.O. May 17, 1916
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ATA History
Here is a copy of a letter from 1981 announcing that the Province had agreed to turn over the Lickman
Road property to the District and that they thought there was some of the finest agricultural land in the
area. They felt that it would be excellent for our purposes. The letter was addressed to the Antique Farm
Machinery Association and Gordon Posein. ATA had not yet been set up.
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JESPERSON’S
AUTO REPAIR LTD.
Complete Auto and Fleet Repair
Custom Exhaust . Brakes . RV’s . Trailers

Gerard Arink

Rick Funk

Phone: 604.792.0674 45700 Railway Ave.
Fax:
604.792.9066
Chilliwack, BC
V2P 1L3
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